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A Broken Foundation: Affordable Housing Crisis Threatens
DC’s Lowest-Income Residents
By Claire Zippel
The District’s affordable housing crisis poses significant long-term risks to the stability and wellbeing of the city’s lowest income residents—those with incomes below 30 percent of the area
median, or $32,000 for a family of four. To address this serious problem, the District should
substantially increase housing assistance for such residents.
The virtual disappearance of low-cost housing in DC means that most extremely low-income
residents are forced to spend the majority of their income on rent. For residents working in lowwage jobs or relying on modest fixed incomes from public benefit programs, keeping a roof
overhead can take 80 percent or more of their monthly income.
Such high housing cost burdens cause serious problems. Families living in unaffordable housing are
at higher risk of being evicted, moving frequently, living in crowded or substandard conditions, or
becoming homeless. When households are forced to move, it often starts a downward spiral, as
families frequently lose belongings, lose their job, have to move in with family or friends, or move to
neighborhoods of higher crime and worse-performing schools.
Unaffordable and unstable housing creates many other challenges as well. Families that devote too
much of their income to rent are forced to cut back on food, and may be unable to afford
transportation to work, school, or the doctor. Parents in low-income families with unaffordable
housing face high rates of depression and often miss medical appointments, while children in such
stressful environments often face developmental challenges that make it hard to succeed in school.
The scale of this problem in DC is enormous. Some 26,000 households are both extremely lowincome and spending more than half their income on rent. Nearly one of every five children in the
District faces such situations.
The good news is that access to affordable housing can help. Extremely low-income residents who
gain access to affordable housing are far less likely to be overcrowded or live doubled up with
friends or family. With affordable housing, the likelihood of becoming homeless plummets. Families
with affordable housing move less frequently, and when they do, it is to lower-poverty
neighborhoods, rather than to more disadvantaged ones. Not having to spend the majority of
income on rent allows parents to buy enough food to feed their family. Finally, programs that help
adults find jobs are more effective if those adults have the steady foundation of an affordable home,
and children who grow up in affordable housing earn more as adults.
Despite the strong evidence that affordable housing is critical to the stability and success of
extremely low-income families, local housing resources are not well targeted to the households in
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greatest need. While 77 percent of the DC
renters in need of affordable homes are
extremely low-income, only 39 percent of
affordable apartments the city has
supported with public dollars since 2010
are within reach of this population. The
rest are targeted to higher-income groups.
Consequently, while 26,000 extremely
low-income households face severe
challenges affording housing, only 2,100
received help in the past six years.

TABLE 1.

DC’s Extremely Low-Income Renters Have To
Get By With Very Little
Average
Household
Income

Maximum
Income

15% AMI

30% AMI

$11,200

$22,500

$16,100

$32,100

Percent of Area
Median Income (AMI)
Income for a Single
Person
Income for a Family
of Four

Source: DCFPI analysis of 2014 5-year American Community Survey PUMS. Median
Income for the Washington-Arlington-Alexandria, DC-VA-MD HUD Metro FMR Area,
2014, US Department of Housing and Urban Development.

DC’s Extremely Low Income Renters Often Pay Nearly All Their Income for Rent
The shrinking supply of low-cost housing options in the District is squeezing the city’s lowestincome households, forcing most to spend a majority of their income on rent and leaving many
financially on the edge. The analysis below uses data from the US Census Bureau’s American
Community Survey.1
The 43,000 DC renter households considered “extremely low-income” typically have shockingly
low incomes. While extremely low-income is defined as income below 30 percent of the area median
income, on average, these households have incomes at 15 percent of the area median, or only
$16,000 for a family of four (Table 1). The income of
extremely low-income households has remained flat over
TABLE 2.
the past decade,2 reflecting stagnant pay for workers without
3
Extremely Low-Income Renters
a college degree, and the large share of seniors and people
Pay Large Shares of Income
with disabilities who rely on fixed incomes.
for Housing
Percent of
Meanwhile, rising rents have eliminated nearly all low-cost
Share of Income
Extremely
Low4
housing options in the private market over the past decade,
Paid for Rent
Income Renters
and thousands of subsidized apartments have been lost
0-30%
19%
because the requirement to stay affordable ran out.5 As a
result, extremely low-income households must put even
30–50%
18%
larger shares of the household budget toward rent.
50-80%

20%

80-100%

42%

Note: Figures many not sum due to rounding.
Source: DCFPI analysis of 2014 5-year American
Community Survey PUMS.
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 Extremely

low-income
renters usually pay the FIGURE 1.
majority of their
income for rent. 62
percent pay more than
half of their income for
rent and utilities. These
26,000 households are
considered “severely
housing cost burdened”
by the US Department
of Housing and
Community
Development and
classified as a “worst
case housing need.”6
Housing hardship
among extremely lowincome renters has
increased since 2004,
when half of these
households spent a
majority of income on rent.7
 42 percent of extremely low-income renters pay 80 percent or more of their income for
rent (Table 2). Despite the seeming impossibility of dedicating all or almost all income to rent,
many of the poorest residents do have to try to get by with such high housing cost burdens,8
often living in apartments they cannot afford simply because they have no other option.
Households in this situation have little or no money left after making rent each month, and
many go through cycles of getting behind on rent and then being evicted or abandoning their
apartment to avoid eviction. The share of extremely low-income households in DC paying at
least 80 percent of income toward rent has increased since 2004, when one-third had housing
costs this high.9
 About one third of extremely low-income renters cannot afford more than $200 a
month in rent, yet only 9 percent of extremely low-income renters have housing at that price.
And while almost no extremely low-income renters can afford to pay more than $800 a month
in rent, a majority do (Figure 1).

People of Color Disproportionately Suffer From Low Incomes, Lack of Affordable Housing
The District’s severely cost burdened, extremely low-income renters are overwhelmingly people of color: 91
percent of residents in such households are African American, and 10 percent are Latino (of any race),
reflecting the city’s stark racial inequality, which stems from decades of discriminatory policies that denied
people of color access to well-paying jobs, higher education, and opportunities to build wealth. a Today, black
DC residents are nearly four times more likely, and Latino residents are one and a half times more likely, to
live below the poverty line compared to white DC residents.b


a Urban
b

Institute, “The Color of Wealth in the Nation’s Capital” and “A Vision for an Equitable DC”, 2016.
DC Fiscal Policy Institute analysis of the 2015 American Community Survey.
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Extremely Low-Income Families with Children and People with Disabilities Struggle
with High Housing Costs
A typical extremely low-income renter in need of affordable housing is a working mother raising two
children, a person with a disability relying on a fixed income, or a childless adult in a low-wage job
(Table 3). Most are working or looking for work, except for those who are elderly or disabled.
 One-fourth of extremely

lowTABLE 3.
income renters in need of
Many Extremely Low-Income Households Lacking
affordable housing are
Affordable Homes Have Children Or Are Disabled
families with children. ThreeSeverely Rent
fourths of these families are
Burdened
headed by a single woman, and
Extremely LowDC Renters
they on average have two
Household
Type
Income
Overall
children.10 Wages are the main
Adult With Children
26%
18%
source of income for most of
Childless Adults
37%
60%
such households.
Senior
8%
7%
 Many extremely low-income
households without
Disabled Adult
29%
15%
affordable housing have
Note: Adults are those younger than 65 without disabilities. Disabled adults are younger
than 65. Senior households are headed by a person 65 or older. Senior or disabled
disabilities. Some 30 percent of
households may include children. Figures may not sum due to rounding.
extremely low-income renters in
Source: DCFPI analysis of 2014 5-year American Community Survey PUMS.
need of affordable housing are
headed by a person with a
disability. This reflects the fact that some people with disabilities are unable to work and must
rely on low, fixed levels of disability assistance benefits.11 In DC, Social Security Disability
Insurance (DI) provides just $12,300 in annual income on average.12 Even paying $500 in rent
would take up half of the income for a household at this level.
 Many extremely low-income renters in need of affordable housing are childless adults.
Some 37 percent of extremely low-income renters without affordable housing are non-elderly,
non-disabled adults without children. Three-fourths of these households are single-person
households. Two-thirds rely on wages as the main source of income.
 A small share of extremely low-income renters in need of affordable housing are
headed by seniors. The share of severely rent burdened extremely low-income households
who are seniors is relatively smalljust 8 percent. This could be due to the fact that extremely
low-income households headed by seniors are more likely to be homeowners than other types
of extremely low-income households.13 Moreover, many subsidized apartment buildings are
reserved for seniors,14 so extremely low-income seniors may be more likely to have affordable
housing.
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Most Extremely Low Income
Renters Are in the Labor Force

FIGURE 2.

Most extremely low-income
residents in need of affordable
housing are working or looking
for work, if they are not elderly or
disabled. Many work in the service
sector, in retail, food service, or
other occupations marked by low
wages and only part-time options.
 70

percent of extremely
low-income renters who
are severely cost burdened
are engaged in the labor
force if they are able to
work. The large majority of
adults without disabilities are
employed or looking for
work. Many of those who
aren’t attached to the labor
force are attending school,
or are caring for a very
young, disabled, or elderly
family member (Figure 2).15
 Workers without
affordable housing tend to
work in lower-wage
occupations with stagnant
pay and few career
advancement opportunities. Nearly half of extremely low-income workers in need of
affordable housing work in the service sector, which includes retail, cleaning, food service, and
healthcare support occupations (Table 4). Wages for those jobs are low, and have not risen
much while housing costs have grown substantially.16 Most extremely low-income workers with
severe housing problems worked part-time or less,17 indicating that many have jobs that do not
offer full-time hours, or they face barriers to finding full-time work (Figure 2).
 Low levels of education make it hard to move to a better-paying industry. Just 15
percent of people in severely rent burdened, extremely low-income households have a college
degree or more. DC’s recent job and wage growth has been concentrated in sectors requiring
advanced credentials, making it difficult for those without a college degree to increase their
income.18
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Low Benefits for Many Seniors and
People with Disabilities Create
Housing Challenges
Many DC households headed by a senior
or person with a disability have severe
housing cost burdens because they rely on
low fixed incomes from disability or
Social Security benefits. Social Security
provides less than $15,000 in annual
income on average to workers who are
retired or have a disability in the District.
For those with long-term disabilities who
do not have the work history needed to
receive Social Security disability benefits,
Supplemental Security Income provides
DC residents just $7,700 annually on
average.19 Rent of just $600 a month
would take up half the income of the
average Social Security recipient in DC,
and 94 percent of the income of an SSI
recipient.

TABLE 4.

Workers in Severely Rent Burdened, Extremely
Low-Income Households Tend To Work in LowPaying Industries
Occupation Group
Service

Percent of Workers

Sales, Restaurant, Healthcare Support,
Cleaning, Personal Care Services

45%

Office and Administrative

15%

Professional
Management, Business, Financial, Legal,
STEM

Blue Collar
Construction, Production, Maintenance,
Transportation

Education and Protective & Social
Services

15%
14%
12%

Note: Occupation groups in this table are based on the US Bureau of Labor
Statistic’s Standard Occupational Classification System Major Groups, as follows:
Service: 31, 35, 39, 41. Office and Administrative: 43. Blue Collar: 45, 47, 39, 51,
53. Professional: 11, 13, 15, 17, 19, 23, 27, 29. Education and Protective & Social
Services: 21, 25, 33. Figures may not sum due to rounding.
Source: DCFPI analysis of 2014 5-year American Community Survey PUMS.

These challenges have worsened over the
past decade, because rents in DC are rising faster than Social Security or disability benefits. From
2004 to 2014, Social Security and disability benefits did not rise more than inflation.20 Yet over the
same time period, median rent for an apartment in the District rose 35 percent, adjusting for
inflation.21

The Lack of Affordable Housing Is Linked to Housing Instability and Homelessness
Extremely low-income families paying unaffordable rents often live on the brink of losing their
home. Month in and month out, most are spending nearly all of their income on rent, and many are
likely to be behind. In this situation, even a modest change in household finances, such as an
unexpected expense, a short illness, a job loss, reduction of work hours, or late public benefit check,
can lead to being behind on rent or a utility bill paymentand in turn, to being forced to move
because of eviction or in anticipation of eviction.
DC families with extremely low incomes who cannot afford a home of their own are at great risk of
being evicted and becoming homeless. Many have little choice but to double up with friends or
family and live in overcrowded conditions. And extremely low-income families are often forced to
move from place to place, which often means losing some of their belongings and moving to a
neighborhood with even more challenges than their prior neighborhood. Any of these housing
disruptions can lead to a downward spiral, including job loss, repeated moves to worse housing, and
homelessness.
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DC households experience eviction. Over 7,000 DC households were served
eviction notices in 2014 (the most recent year for which data is available).22 While data on the
characteristics of households evicted in DC is not available, it’s likely that many were extremely
low-income and struggling to pay the rent without housing assistance. Nationally, one in nine
poor renters with severe cost burden could not pay all of their rent at least once in the past
year, and one in 11 of such renters expected to be evicted soon.23 One study found that one of
every six moves by poor renters was due to eviction.24
 Homelessness in DC is rising as housing challenges grow. Some 1,500 DC families,
including 4,700 children and parents, were homeless on a single night in 2016. 25 There are
more homeless children and parents in DC than there are homeless single adults for the first
time since data collection began 15 years ago. This signals that the growing affordable housing
crisis and particular lack of housing for the lowest income residents is changing the nature of
homelessness in the city. One in eight poor families with children had lived on the street or in a
shelter in just the past year, according to a six-city study. 26 The connection of family
homelessness to lack of affordable housing is clear. Families living in unaffordable housing are
four times more likely to have recently lived on the street or in a shelter, compared to those
with affordable housing.27
 Low-income renters are often overcrowded or doubled up. Families who can’t afford a
home of their own, or who have lost an apartment due to eviction, often turn to friends and
family for a short- or long-term place to stay. “Doubling up” can cause tension and
overcrowding, and is not a stable housing situation as one family may be asked to leave,28
possibly on short notice. A six-city study found that nearly one-third of poor families with
children had doubled up with friends or relatives at some point in the year because they had no
place of their own, and nearly half had lived in crowded conditions.29
 Unaffordable housing leads to frequent moves. Without stable, affordable housing families
are often forced to move from place to place, changing homes once or more per year.30 Poor
families who move involuntarily tend to end up in worse housing conditions,31 and in
neighborhoods with higher crime and poverty rates.32 And they are subsequently more likely to
move again within the next year,33 perhaps in search of better quality housing or safer
neighborhoods than they were forced to settle for.
 Frequent moves can disrupt the ability to find and keep employment. Low-wage workers
who have had to move involuntarily are more likely to subsequently lose their jobs,34 perhaps
because their ability to perform well at work is damaged by the unexpected need to search for a
new home or be present at eviction proceedings.
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The Harmful Consequences of Unaffordable and Unstable Housing
Living in severely unaffordable housing poses serious long-term risks to families’ health and wellbeing. Without a stable, affordable place to live, many extremely low-income families are not able to
buy enough food. The stresses of severely unaffordable housing also makes it difficult to maintain
good mental and physical health, to find and keep a job, and for kids to focus and learn in school.
Children Lacking Affordable Homes Struggle to Succeed in School
Nearly 19,000 DC children live in severely rent burdened and extremely low-income
familiesrepresenting 18 percent of all children in the District. These children are at increased risk
of developmental and educational challenges.
Children in families without affordable housing have trouble arriving to school ready to learn and
succeeding academically. Very young children who move frequently do worse than their peers on
measures of behavioral school readiness, such as attention and healthy social behavior.35 Children in
severely rent burdened families or in overcrowded conditions score worse on cognitive achievement
tests,36 perhaps because they are exposed to damaging amounts of household stress,37 and perhaps
because their parents cannot afford enough books or toys or quality childcare.38 Children who move
frequently or live in crowded conditions are more likely than other children to fall behind and drop
out of school.39
Unaffordable Rents Leave Many Families Unable to Buy Enough Food
Extremely low-income households who are forced to devote a large share of income to housing face
painful choices between making rent and buying basic necessities. As food is often a family’s secondlargest single expenditure after housing, it is often the first to be cut back on when rent becomes
unaffordable.40 In other words, “the rent eats first.”41
There is a direct connection between a lack of affordable housing and food insecurity. Poor families
in areas with high housing costs are more likely to be food insecure,42 and to report worrying
frequently about having enough food.43 Low-income households who are severely housing cost
burdened spend $150 less on food per month than their non-cost burdened peers.44
Severe Rent Burdens Can Threaten Health
Struggling to make rent is a significant source of stress which harms the health of low-income
families. People who are behind on rent are more likely to report being depressed.45 Worrying
frequently about the ability to pay for housing is associated with mental distress and insufficient
sleep.46 Living in unstable, unaffordable housing can contribute to the “toxic stress” many poor
families experience, which may lead to lifelong problems by damaging children’s mental and physical
health and impairing their development.47
Families who have trouble paying the rent or live doubled-up are more likely to delay medical care
or filling needed prescriptions.48 This could reflect the stress these families face, or the lack of
money after paying the rent to get to a doctor’s appointment or the pharmacy. Low-income
households who are severely cost burdened spend $110 less per month on healthcare than their
peers who are not cost burdened.49
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Relatedly, lack of quality, affordable housing leaves many households living in deteriorated,
unhealthy housing, with toxic substances, pests, inadequate ventilation, or unreliable heating.
Families living in substandard housing suffer higher rates of chronic illnesses such as asthma,
respiratory infections, and lead poisoning.50

Affordable Housing Provides a Strong Foundation for Family Stability and Success
The impact of affordable housing problems on so many aspects of the lives of low-income
households suggests that investments in affordable housing can provide a stable foundation for
families and their children and reduce the need for other, more intensive interventions, such as
homeless services, healthcare, special education, and child welfare involvement. An experimental
study51 of poor families with children found that, compared to the control group, families who
gained access to affordable housing through a voucher gained stability and were better able to meet
basic needs.
 Affordable

housing reduces harmful over-crowding. Low-income families with children
who gained access to affordable housing were two-thirds less likely than severely rent burdened
families to live doubled-up with friends or relatives. And gaining affordable housing cut the
likelihood of living in crowded conditions in half.
 Affordable housing reduces homelessness. Poor families who gained affordable housing
through a housing voucher were three-fourths less likely than other poor families to experience
homelessness. This effect was even stronger for young parents (aged 24 or younger) with
children. In other words, families without affordable housing were four times more likely to
have lived on the street or in a shelter than their peers who were able to obtain an affordable
place to live.
 Affordable housing reduces the likelihood of frequent moves. Poor families who gain
access to affordable housing moved far less frequently than families without affordable
housing. And when families with a housing subsidy move, they tend to move to
neighborhoods of lower poverty and crime. In contrast, when poor families without affordable
housing are forced to move, they typically end up in neighborhoods with higher poverty and
crime.
 Affordable housing allows families to eat better. Families with a housing voucher spent 60
percent more on food than those who didn’t get housing assistance.
 Affordable housing may boost the effect of programs that help adults get a job.
Programs that help adults find jobs tend to be more effective for families who also receive
housing assistance.52
 Affordable housing helps youth earn more as adults and avoid incarceration. For teens,
each year spent living in subsidized housing is associated with an adulthood earnings boost of 3
to 5 percent. It also may reduce the likelihood of incarceration.53
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DC’s Substantial Investment in Affordable Housing Is Not Adequately Reaching
Residents Most in Need
The District’s recent investments in affordable housing, while substantial, have not been well
matched to meet the housing needs of extremely low-income renters. While extremely low-income
renters represent 77 percent of the DC households in need of affordable homes, only 39 percent of
new affordable apartments created with public dollars since 2010 was within reach of these families.
The rest were targeted to higher-income groups. And in recent years, the District only modestly
expanded its tenant-based rental assistance program, the housing tool particularly suited to help
extremely low-income families.
Since 2010, the District financed
(or committed to finance) 10,040
affordable rental units, through
building new housing, preserving
existing housing, or by providing
tenant-based vouchers. Of those
10,040 rental units, 3,880—two in
five—were for extremely lowincome renters (Figure 3):

FIGURE 2.

 New

construction. The
District provided subsidies to
build 4,120 new affordable
rental units. Only 880 of
those units (one in five) were
affordable to extremely lowincome households.54

 Preservation.

The District
also provided subsidies to
acquire, rehabilitate, and
preserve 4,700 rental units, of
which 1,770 (38 percent)
served extremely low-income
residents.

 Rental

assistance for
tenants. The District created
1,220 new vouchers to help
households pay the rent at
private-market apartments.55
All were for extremely lowincome residents.

In all, between 2010 and 2016, the city’s programs that produce new affordable housing—
construction and vouchers—provided new housing assistance to just 2,100 extremely low-income
families. The city’s preservation efforts kept fewer than 2,000 existing extremely low-income units
affordable. This means that the District has not made much progress to serve the 26,000 extremely
10

low-income households with severe rent burdens. It also means that the majority of the city’s
affordable housing dollars have gone to higher-income groups, despite the fact that extremely lowincome renters face the most severe housing challenges.
These outcomes reflect the nature of programs that produce or renovate affordable housing, which
have been the main focus of DC’s affordable housing investment in recent years. While tenant
vouchers serve extremely low-income residents, programs to build or preserve affordable housing
don’t necessarily target only the lowest-income renters.
 Affordable

housing production programs serve both renters and homeowners: In
addition to the 8,820 rental units assisted with public dollars between 2010 and 2016, the
District also supported the creation or preservation of 740 homeownership or cooperative
units. Expanding homeownership opportunities is an important component of the city’s
affordable housing strategy.
 A substantial share of affordable housing production resources go to preserve existing
housing. About half of the 8,820 rental units assisted4,120—are newly built, and the rest are
existing units that were being preserved through rehabilitation and repairs, or through tenants
exercising their opportunity to purchase rights.56 Investments in existing affordable housing
that needs renovation helps low-income residents stay in their homes, and often is less
expensive than building new affordable housing from scratch.
 Affordable housing production programs serve households at a range of incomes. For
example, housing developed with federal low-income housing tax credits tend to be focused on
families with incomes at 60 percent of area median income, or $64,000 for a family of four.
Programs serve a variety of income levels because DC residents throughout the lower half of
the income ladder face affordable housing challenges, though those at the bottom face the
most severe problems. By law, at least 40 percent of the Housing Production Trust Fund
resources must go to serve extremely low-income households, and the remainder are available
to serve somewhat higher income households. As a result, only 880 of the 4,120 newly built
rental units are affordable to extremely low-income renters.
 To reach the lowest-income households, rental assistance is often needed, in addition
to up-front financing help. Affordable housing production programs, such as the Housing
Production Trust Fund, often cannot on their own bring rents down to levels affordable to
extremely low-income renters, because they assist with only the up-front costs to build or
renovate housing. Rental assistance helps meet the ongoing costs of operating housing, such as
utilities and maintenance. Four out of five recently produced subsidized apartments affordable
to extremely low-income households were paired with rental assistance from the Local Rent
Supplement Program (LRSP) or a federal rental assistance program. Without LRSP, they likely
would not have been affordable to extremely low-income households. Yet DC has added new
LRSP funds only sporadically in recent years, making it hard for production programs like the
Housing Production Trust Fund to reach extremely low-income renters.
These findings suggest that meeting the housing needs of the District’s poorest households will
require supplementing the substantial investment in affordable housing production. In particular,
the District will need to expand its programs that provide ongoing rental assistance to extremely
low-income families.
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Recommendations
Increase Funding and Share of Funding Directed to Extremely Low-Income Renters
Going forward, a greater share of the District’s housing production should be directed toward
meeting the enormous and urgent housing needs of extremely low-income renters. And the District
should take steps to enhance the ability of local and federal housing subsidies to reach the lowestincome residents.
 Meet and consider exceeding the requirement that 40 percent of the Housing
Production Trust Fund serve extremely low-income households.
The Housing Production Trust Fund, the city’s largest affordable housing tool,57 is required by
law to direct at least 40 percent of its funds to housing for extremely low-income residents. In
recent years the District has had trouble meeting this target. Over fiscal years 2014 and 2015
combined, just 24 percent of Trust Fund dollars went to fund extremely low-income housing.
While it appears that the Trust Fund is on track to meet the 40 percent target in fiscal year
2016, the District should remain vigilant that the city’s recent record-high investment in the
Trust Fund are substantially assisting the population with the greatest need. In addition, the
city should consider directing more than 40 percent of Trust Fund resources to extremely lowincome residents. The law permits the city to spend a greater share of the Trust Fund on
housing for extremely low-income residents, as long as the share going to housing for residents
between 30 to 50 percent of the median income does not drop below 40 percent. This means
the city has the flexibility to spend up to 60 percent of the Trust Fund on extremely lowincome housing.
 Boost rental assistance through the Local Rent Supplement Program.
Fully 80 percent of rental units affordable to extremely low-income households produced in
recent years receive ongoing assistance from the Local Rent Supplement Program (LRSP) or a
federal rental assistance program.58 Without rental assistance, extremely low-income units will
rarely be produced. LRSP is key to ensuring that the Trust Fund is able to serve extremely lowincome households, because it helps pay the ongoing operating and maintenance costs that
one-time financing assistance from the Trust Fund does not cover. LRSP provides operating
cost assistance to projects assisted by the Housing Production Trust Fund.59 It also provides
monthly tenant-based subsidies to help extremely low-income households pay the rent at
private-market apartments.
 Use the National Housing Trust Fund, a federal block grant, to fund rental assistance.
Starting in fiscal year 2017, the District will receive approximately $3 million per year from the
newest federal block grant, the National Housing Trust Fund (NHTF). The NHTF must be
entirely directed to housing for extremely low-income households—and unlike other block
grants or the Housing Production Trust Fund, it can be used to fund operating assistance.60
Given that the availability of operating assistance is critical to ensuring affordable housing
projects can reach extremely low-income families, the District should prioritize the NHTF for
this purpose.
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Preserve Existing Subsidized Housing Affordable to Extremely Low-Income Renters
Holding on to the remaining sources of affordable housing for extremely low-income renters is
just as critical as creating new housing. To prevent more low-cost housing from being lost, the
city should implement a comprehensive housing preservation strategy. In addition, public
housing residents should be protected from displacement due to redevelopment.
 Follow through on the recommendations of the Housing Preservation Strike Force.
Most rental housing assisted with local or federal subsidies is required to stay affordable for a
set number of years (for instance, 40 years for the Housing Production Trust Fund), after
which building owners can choose to shift to market rate rents or convert to condominiums,
or they can choose to renew the subsidy or enter a new subsidy program. Over the past
decade, 2,280 affordable units were lost due to subsidy expiration. Most received rental
subsidies through the federal Section 8 program, which overwhelmingly serves extremely lowincome renters.61 An additional 13,000 affordable units will have their subsidies expire by 2020,
putting some at risk of market-rate conversion.62
A “strike force” appointed by Mayor Bowser recently formulated a comprehensive strategy to
preserve at-risk, subsidized affordable housing. First, the city should create a public-private
housing preservation fund, composed of “seed funding” from the DC government, and private
and philanthropic investments. The fund would help developers or tenants buy properties that
they will renovate and preserve as affordable. Second, the strike force recommended utilizing
the District’s opportunity to purchase affordable buildings when they come up for sale,
including those with expiring subsidies. This tool, known as DOPA, has been in place since
2009 but never used. Third, the city should create a designated preservation unit within the
Department of Housing and Community Development tasked with tracking at-risk affordable
buildings, and reaching out to owners to discuss options to keep the building affordable.
Together, these three components of the strike force’s plan have the potential to stem the loss
of DC’s remaining housing affordable to extremely low-income renters. The city should
implement the recommendations immediately, including by designating funding for the publicprivate preservation fund and to exercise the District’s opportunity to purchase.
 Ensure no family loses housing assistance when redeveloping public housing.
The city’s public housing stock serves over 7,300 extremely low-income households, mostly
families with children, seniors, and people with disabilities.63 Most public housing properties
are in poor condition because of a lack of federal resources, and have been slated for
redevelopment by the DC Housing Authority or the New Communities Initiative, a
partnership with DC government. While public housing residents need better quality housing,
redevelopment can carry risks that residents will be unable to return to the new housing and
will be displaced from their community. This can happen when households must pass rescreening criteria in order to return to the property after construction,64 or if there is no longer
an appropriately sized unit for them at the property.65 In the worst case, households may lose
their housing assistance altogether, because they were deemed ineligible or were unable to
successfully use a voucher.66
To avoid displacing extremely low-income residents, the District should avoid imposing
additional screening criteria on public housing residents during redevelopment, and should
replace each torn-down unit with one of equivalent size. In addition, redeveloping properties in
phases, rather than all at once, or building some units nearby first before demolishing the
property, will minimize disruption to residents.
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 Require

city-funded affordable housing to stay affordable permanently.
Affordable housing built with public dollars usually comes with an expiration date—the
housing must remain affordable but only for a set number of years. For instance, rental units
assisted by the Housing Production Trust Fund must remain affordable for 40 years. After
that, the building owner is free to charge market-rate rents, or convert the building to
condominiums. When that happens, entire buildings of low-cost apartments can be lost and
low-income renters are displaced. It is expensive and often impossible for the city to rebuild
the lost housing. The District can avoid this cycle by requiring buildings assisted with housing
subsidies to stay affordable permanently. The city of Boston, Massachusetts adopted this policy
a decade ago, after seeing too much of its subsidized housing evaporate.67 A permanent
affordability policy will help the District get the most out of its investments in housing for
extremely low-income renters, by ensuring the units it funds will also be there for future
generations.
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